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updated 2/11/20

Stunning landscapes and nature...
HIGHLIGHTS
* Targeting fantastic landscapes.
* Beautiful nature.
* Unique creative shoots.
* Small numbers per tutor.
INCLUSIONS
* Professional WPA Photo guides - your images come first!
* Group limited to 5-6 per tutor.
* All accommodation - limited, book early!
* Meals as per itinerary.
* Park fees as per itinerary.
* Choice to share transport or use your own.

U LT I M AT E C R E AT I V E
Ta s m a n i a Wo r k s h o p
September 13/17 - 2021

WHO ARE WE?
At World Photo Adventures, creating memorable journeys
is our mission! We use our experience and that of our local
operators to offer you the very best experiences, plus health
and safety. Since 1989, Darran and Julia have worked hard
to offer the very best world photo adventures.

WHERE WILL IT BE HELD?
Join our specially organised team of leading photographers
for 5 days of stunning landscapes, nature and creative
opportunities in one of the world’s great landscape and nature
locations. The Cradle Mountain region is an outstanding
place to learn photography and fine tune the skills you
already poses.
Note that you can use your own transport or we can help with
share transport.

OUR UNIQUE QUALIFICATIONS
Darran and Julia have a combined 70+ years of working in the
travel and tour industry. Son’s Pearce and Frazer also offer
unique experience with Pearce guiding and working in over
60 events and Frazer working at more than 30 events. Both
young men also run their own photo businesses.
Julia became a professional travel agent
in 1983. Julia has worked for travel
retailers and wholesalers, plus of course
many years as the office manager for
our business. Julia is very travelled,
having visited every continent and many
islands.
Darran first guided a group while working at Carnarvon Gorge
in Central Queensland in 1981. He has a huge portfolio of
photography work and accomplishments from guiding for
several companies, to commercial shoots, books and to
this day supplying articles for publications like Australian
Photography Magazine. Darran has been involved with over
400 photo events around the world.
Finally, World Photo Adventures is fully covered by Tour
Operator Insurance and is a registered tour operator with the
Queensland government. This is only offered after a rigorous
check of business procedures and use of travel operators is
made. QTIC is committed to helping drive improvement and
professionalism in the tourist industry through Quality Tourism
Accreditation, which is part of the Quality Tourism Framework
and is governed by the Australian Tourism Industry Council
(ATIC). For more details go to:
https://www.qtic.com.au/industry-development/accreditation/qtf/

WHAT ARE OUR WORKSHOPS ABOUT?
They are different to our tours in that we are based at one
stunning location and offering a few days to target key facets
of photography. Quality time exploring landscapes to nature
with the best field workshops. We also process some of the
images with one on one help from your professional photo
guides.
Here are the key points why you should join a WPA workshop:
1. We limit the group size to 5 photographers per tutor. This
offers you personal assistants and the chance for ONE ON
ONE help with one of the world’s leading photo tutors.
2. We help everyone from novice to a seasoned enthusiast.
3. Your imagery comes first - not the tutors!
4. We set challenges and offer fun concepts to help you
understand photography better and to help you reach your
creative goals.
The adventure ...
Immerse yourself in the heartland of uniquely captivating
images. In 2021 we invite you to photograph Australia’s gem
- Cradle Mountain, Tasmania.
Join us...
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PRE WORKSHOP
We include workshops, accommodation and meals as per
itinerary. We do not include flights or transport, however we
do help you to link up with other workshop members. This
has proven very successful in the past, offering you more
flexibility and a better price.
At the time of booking, confirm with Julia that you require
transport assistance, or that you are bringing your own
vehicle. Note that we recommend that you book at least
one night’s accommodation, before this event near or at
the accommodation in Cradle Mountain. Julia will offer our
workshop starting point accommodation about 6 months
before the event.
ITINERARY TO ADVENTURE...
DAY 1 - Cradle Mountain
September 13
We meet at 12 noon today at our 4 Star Lodge, at the
reception. Lunch is included, followed by a workshop on
techniques and fantastic question time. We head out to your
first shoot at 3.30pm and lovely late light. A chance for great
images and for your professional photo guide to help you in
the field with the best techniques. We include our first group
dinner tonight.
Lodge accommodation - (L,D)
DAYs 2,3,4 - Cradle Mountain
September 14/15/16
Three magical full days exploring this fascinating wilderness
location! We shoot early and late near and around Dove Lake
and other locations. But this region is not just landscapes, it
also offers outstanding nature.

TRANSPORT...
We do not include transport, but can help with vehicle pooling.
Julia will put you in contact with other group members. We
have used this system many times. It is easy to sort drivers
and sharing vehicles costs allows you more flexibility.
WORKSHOP
Accommodation starts Day 1 of the itinerary at Cradle
Mountains. The workshop finishes Day 5 in Cradle
Mountains. We suggest you book early to assist with limited
accommodation. We generally commence booking pre/post
accommodation and guide flights approximately 3/4 months
prior to departure, this optimising your travel interests.
FINAL ITINERARY
Note that a final itinerary will be sent to you about one month
before departure.

Your professional guide has visited Cradle many times since
1979. Our team of guides will work hard to offer you shoot
options that few other photographers have shot. We target
waterfalls, rainforest, wombats, birds, wallabies and some
fun creative shoots.
We mix outdoor field workshops with theory and review
images shot to help you explore your creative boundaries. We
also include a visit to the devil sanctuary - too cute!
Accommodation - (B,D)
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DAY 5 - Cradle Mountain to Launceston
September 17
Morning shoot as time allows. We return for a final look at
everyone’s favourite 10 images of the week. You will be
amazed at the diversity! Workshop finishes at 10am.
(B)
(B,L,D) - Confirms if Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner - are included
for the entire cruise.
Itinerary and price is subject to change.

WHAT TO BRING?
For the photography shoots, bring all of your gear and a
tripod. We will have opportunities to shoot everything from
the smallest insect to great landscapes, beaches and some
nature. A computer/laptop is desirable for optimising your
processing workshops, BUT it is not essential. Contact
Darran for more help - darran@worldadventures.com.au
ACCOMMODATION/MEALS
We are based at a 4 star lodge, just outside the famous
national park. Note that accommodation is limited! Meals are
as per itinerary.

MIKE O’CONNOR
Editor Australian Photography
Magazine & Photographer
Before taking up the mantle of editor
of Australian Photography, Mike
O’Connor worked for 3 years as a
photographer and writer for WWF, the
World Wide Fund for Nature, in New
Zealand. He has travelled, written
and photographed around the world,
with his writing and photographs appearing in every major
broadsheet newspaper in NZ as well as a number of travel
publications. In 2012 he lived and worked in Chennai, India
as a journalist with the New Indian Express newspaper.
www.australianphotography.com

TIM ROBINSON
Professional photographer/Producer
Tim has been making professional
videos for almost two decades.
Beginning with formal training and
experience in commercial television,
Tim has traveled widely in Australia and
overseas on a variety of assignments.
He is a perfectionist and strives to
make films with a purpose. His diverse
catalogue of work includes music videos, behind the scenes,
corporate videos, and documentaries raising awareness of
the needs of disadvantaged people. Tim is experienced in
every stage of production: developing concepts, scripting,
shooting and editing. And he’s really easy to work with!
Snap Happy website is: www.snaphappytv.com
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PHOTO WORKSHOP PRICE
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT PRICE:
AU$4,495.00 Twin Share per person
As per itinerary, with small group size per tutor.
EVENT DEPOSIT REQUIRED - AU$1,000.00 pp.
Please read our terms & Conditions and fill in our on line
booking form. Bookings are as per our terms and conditions.
SINGLE SUPPLEMENT - AU$795.00 pp
We will try our best to find someone to share with you.
However, part of the booking conditions is that a single
supplement is applicable if no one is available to share.

FLIGHTS
We do not include your flights.
We are happy to help you!
IMPORTANT
To make sure you book the correct dates and times, we would
request the following:
1. Don’t purchase any air tickets, until our guides flights have
been booked, which we will do approximately 3-4 months
prior to the workshop departure. We will advise you when the
guides flights are booked and you can then use this itinerary,
to help you use points or similar. This will also coincide with
confirming the tour departure, making sure we have met
minimum passenger numbers for the tour and the logistics of
the tour have not changed.

TO BOOK: Please use our on line booking form:
https://worldphotoadventures.com.au/booking-form/
Need more help? Contact Julia - 0427205331.

World Photo Adventures is fully covered by Tour Operator
Insurance. This is not standard travel insurance and is not
available until a rigorous check of business procedures and
use of travel operators is made.
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WHO BOOKS
OUR HOLIDAYS?

There are many reasons our tours are so successful. Here
are just a few ...
WHO BOOKS OUR PHOTO HOLIDAYS?
From animated ‘point and shoot’ amateur photographers
to seasoned photographic veterans, we get a broad crosssection of photo enthusiasts on every tour. Not super keen on
snapping? No problem. You are still guaranteed a great time.
Whether your finger never leaves, or never hits a camera
during a tour, you will have an unforgettable experience. Our
unique locations, top guides and small travel groups make
sure of it. While our clients vary in age and experience, all
attend with the same goal — to have a fantastic holiday. We
ensure every client gets exactly that.
UNTAMED QUALITY AND EXPERIENCE
With over 70 years of combined experience in tailoring
premium travel quests, our team ensures you never settle for
less than the best. We offer lovely 3/4 star accommodation for
your comfort and enjoyment.
EXCEPTIONAL END-TO-END EXPERIENCE
We work towards delivering the time of your life. Our office
gem Julia, helps you with all your pre- and post-tour needs.
Once you are ‘out in the field’ our professional local drivers
and guides are right by your side. Your personal photo guides
are the best in the world! World Photo Adventures and its
expert team know this captivating land better than anyone.
GREAT TOURS COME IN SMALL GROUPS
Small group travel gives you flexibility and the ability to follow
your interests. That’s why we keep tour group sizes small so
you can savour your travel experience.
FIRST TIME ON TOUR WITH US?
We’ll happily answer your questions, offer advice or connect
you with the experiences that will satisfy your wanderlust.
Contact Julia at: julia@worldadventures.com.au
SAFETY AND SECURITY
Your safety and security is very important to us. Apart from
the experience of your WPA guides, our local operators
are outstanding and very experienced to local cultures and
customs. Our itineraries, accommodation and tour information
all adds up to helping you enjoy a great adventure, with peace
of mind.
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Hello and welcome to our booking form. Our Terms & Conditions follow this booking form, plus we offer further information in the
itinerary to help you understand our events and travel in general. Please take time to read these details.
By filling in this booking form, you agree to our terms and conditions.
We look forward to helping you enjoy one of the great locations that we visit around the world. Please scan the 2 booking pages,
or use your smart phone to photograph the pages and email to me. I will reply to your booking and confirm details as soon as
possible.
Where Did You Hear About Us? ____________________________________________________________________________
Workshop: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Event: _____________________________________
Full Name (Person One) __________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth (Person One) ________________________________________________________________________________
Full Name (Person Two) __________________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth (Person Two) ________________________________________________________________________________
Postal Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________________________
State: ___________________________________________
Post Code: _______________________________________
Home Phone: _____________________________________
Work Phone: ______________________________________
Mobile Phone: _____________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________

WORKSHOP BOOKING
FORM
page 2

WORKSHOP ACCOMMODATION
We can accommodate most requests to share accommodation. However, as it can not be guaranteed, part of the booking
conditions is that a single supplement is applicable if no one is available to share.
I am happy to share - YES
I want to pay for single accommodation - YES
Single accommodation will offer you a private room and facilities on most of our events. Please check the itinerary as occasionally,
some wilderness locations might offer private room, but with share facilities. This will be due to limited accommodation. An extra
charge applies for single (personal room) accommodation, as per itinerary.
EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION (A CLOSE FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER, NOT ON TOUR.)
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
Relationship to Traveler: _________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Home Phone: _________________________________________
Mobile Phone: ________________________________________
Work Phone: _________________________________________
MEDICAL / MOBILITY RESTRICTIONS / ALLERGIES / DIETARY REQUIREMENTS (Private)
IMPORTANT - this includes information about past injuries to knees, feet, back - anything that might arise again on tour. Have
you had an operation that might limit your on tour physical abilities? If your guide knows, he can offer you the best assistance!
Our events are moderate in nature, but this will vary from person to person. We are happy to talk to you about the events physical
needs. Please reconfirm your dietary and medical with your WPA guide on the first day of the tour.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
TRAVEL INSURANCE
We recommend Travel Insurance is obtained as soon as your deposit is paid, especially for our longer Australian events.
Please email Julia for a quote. Julia@worldadventures.com.au

TERMS & CONDITIONS
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
IMPORTANT – RESPONSIBILITY
Your booking is only valid with World Photo Adventures (WPA)
receiving the completed Booking Form.
By filling in the booking form and sending it to World Photo
Adventures, I acknowledge and confirm the following:
I waive any and all claims, now and in future against, and
release from all liability and agree not to sue World Photo
Adventures (also noted as WPA) and its officers, employees,
sub contractors, guides, agents or representatives or licensor
for any personal injury, death, disease, property damage,
or loss sustained as a result of my participation in an
adventure trip with World Photo Adventures, due to any cause
whatsoever, including without any limitation, negligence on
the part of World Photo Adventures, its staff or licensor. I
am aware that your ‘adventure trip’, in addition to the usual
dangers and risks inherent has certain additional dangers
and risks, some of which may include physical exertion for
which I may not be prepared, weather extremes subject to
sudden and unexpected change, remoteness from normal
medical services, and evacuation difficulties if I am disabled. I
acknowledge that the enjoyment and excitement of adventure
travel is derived in part from the inherent risks incurred by
travel and activity beyond the accepted safety of life at home
or work, and that these inherent risks contribute to such
enjoyment and excitement being a reason for my participation.
I agree that if I suffer injury or illness, World Photo Adventures
can, at my cost, arrange medical treatment and emergency
evacuation services, as World Photo Adventures deems
essential for my safety. In entering into this agreement, I am
not relying on any oral, written, or visual representations or
statements by World Photo Adventures or its staff or any other
inducement or coercion to go on the adventure trip, hence,
only of my own free will. I confirm that I am over the age of
18 years and that I have read and understand the terms and
conditions of contract and this Agreement prior to signing it
and agree that this Agreement will be binding upon my heirs,
next of kin, executors, administrators and successors. I agree
that this Agreement shall be governed in all aspects by and
interpreted in accordance with the laws of Australia and its
states.

It is important that you and all members of the travelling
party are aware of the following terms & conditions for our
domestic events. Please read carefully and contact our office
if you have questions. You must sign and return the form to
guarantee your booking and take part in the event. That is,
each person booking, including partners.
QUOTED PRICES
All prices quoted on your invoice are correct at the time
of printing. Prices are subject to change. Prices can be
withdrawn or varied at anytime without notice and are often
subject to bank rates or exchange rates. Deposits merely hold
the reservations and do not guarantee prices. Price changes
can take place up until the event start date.
THE ROLE OF YOUR PHOTO GUIDE …
They are passionate to make sure that you get the best photo
opportunities possible and to help you have a great holiday. It
is your guides responsibility to be in charge and to maximise
daily activities to suit the group, rather than cater to individual
requests and interests. Please respect their judgment and
experience. They will be offering mini workshops during the
workshop. Your photo guides are always available to help in
the field on all days and as required on ship. You only need to
ask. This is their mission …
I DO, OR I WANT TO TEACH PHOTOGRAPHY
In this modern age, lots of enthusiasts are moving to teaching
photography. We have always encouraged this and have
several past customers who teach photography regularly.
However, not at our events please! Our events are designed
specifically for photo enthusiasts and semi professionals who
shoot, but do not teach or run photo education events or
services. (In any form.) We offer a separate special rate and
service for those that aspire to teach photography, or those
that are teaching photography. Please email Darran and he is
happy to clarify for you.
MULTIPLE BOOKINGS (One booking form)
I understand that World Photo Adventures allows one booking
form to be filled in for the calendar year, this can represent
more than one booking. Event confirmations is via email
between parties. The same term and conditions apply for all
events booked in this manner.
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COMMUNICATION AND EXPECTATIONS
If you have a grievance or disagreement with information
supplied, World Photo Adventures is happy to resolve
the matter. Email is the preferred form of communication,
in the first instance. If unreasonable communications or
expectations occur, World Photo Adventures reserves the
right to cancel the booking and return all payments made
without notice, before the event commences. In this case, the
participant waives the right to pursue any legal action against
World Photo Adventures and its operators.
OBLIGATIONS
World Photo Adventures acts as a travel agent/tour operator.
Selling products on behalf of a supplier. Our obligation is to
make arrangements with the supplier on your behalf. World
Photo Adventures has no responsibility for the services of the
supplier and does not provide warranty for them. World Photo
Adventures is not a representative of the supplier. All bookings
are subject to the terms and conditions set out by the relevant
supplier. Should you be unhappy with the product, your legal
recourse is against the supplier, not World Photo Adventures.
World Photo Adventures accepts no liability for suppliers.
REQUESTS
If you have any requests, such as – dietary requests, or
hotel room type – every attempt will be made by World Photo
Adventures to accommodate your request. However, as we
are not the ultimate service provider, we are not in a position
to guarantee the request.
INSURANCE
We recommend travel insurance for our larger Australian or
New Zealand Workshops.
NOTE: Standard insurance policies will often only cover
camera equipment partially, or not at all. Please check these
details and if required, pay a higher fee to obtain further
camera equipment cover.
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
We work on a ‘personal responsibility’ system with all aspects
of our events. The sheer nature of travelling has risks. Please
read ‘Responsibility’ section for further details, located on our
booking form.

WALKS
All of our walks are moderate or as stated in the itinerary.
However, fitness and health levels can vary from person
to person. It is the responsibility of participants to manage
these walks and confer with the guide if problems arise. We
suggest that you get out and walk ‘around the block’ as much
as possible before departure. This could help your enjoyment
and fitness.
MEDICAL
If you have any medical conditions – we must be advised in
the booking form. Likewise, if there are any changes in your
health after sending us your booking form, we must be advised.
While a travel medical kit is available, please bring your own
small personal kit and extra medication if required. Details of
any sickness arising during travel of any nature giving rise to
events causing an onset of adverse health associated with
any travel including air, boat, train and motor vehicle – World
Photo Adventures can not be held responsible.
NON PHOTOGRAPHIC PARTNERS
All workshop members are welcome to join all activities. All
workshops are the same price for everyone as all members
are offered the same guiding services.
PHOTOGRAPHS & VIDEO
World Photo Adventures reserves the right to take photos of
participants at the events to use for marketing and education
purposes only. This includes social media postings. Group
images of the adventure will be supplied after the event to
tour members.
DEPOSITS
Deposit are non refundable. Why are deposits non refundable?
Sometimes you need to cancel your booking due to illness
or personal reasons. When we hold a place for you on a
workshop, this money is paid to our suppliers to guarantee
your accommodation and tour services. In some instances,
we will be visiting a location in prime time, for animal viewing
(as an example), when bookings are turned away due to
limited accommodation.
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FLIGHTS
We do not include your domestic flights. (Or any other flights,
unless included in the itinerary.)
To make sure you book the correct dates and times, we would
request the following:
1. Don’t purchase any air tickets, until our guides flights have
been booked, which we will do approximately 5 – 6 months
prior to the event. We will advise you when the guides flights
are booked and you can then use this itinerary. This will also
coincide with confirming the workshop departure, making sure
we have met minimum passenger numbers for the workshop
and the logistics of the workshop have not changed.
2. We suggest you arrive a minimum of 24 hours prior to the
workshop departure – even 48 hours.
PAYMENT OPTIONS
All prices are based on payment by Direct Bank Transfer.
Credit card payments may also be accepted. A Credit Card
Authorisation must be completed for all Credit Card payments.
We do not charge Credit Card Bank Fees.
INCLUDED IN YOUR PACKAGE
International class photo tuition and experienced Guide, and
as per event itinerary.
NOT INCLUDED IN YOUR PACKAGE
Most events do not include flights, airport tax, alcoholic
beverages, laundry, tips to local staff and travel insurance.
Check your event itinerary.
CANCELLATIONS
It is rare for WPA to cancel an event within 12 months of
departure. Should WPA cancel any event, a full refund applies.
If you cancel an event outside of 12 months, a $500 cancellation
fee applies, or as per individual event information. Within 12
months, full deposits are not refundable. Once full payment has
been made (150 days prior to departure, or as per itinerary),
payments are 100% non refundable. We recommend Travel
insurance to protect your payments against unforeseen
changes like, flight cancellations or delays, weather and other
unforeseen problems.

FORCE MAJEURE
World Photo Adventures Pty Ltd will not be held liable for
any failure, or delay in performing their obligations, under
the situation of Force Majeure, either by natural, or political
disasters. (A “force majeure” clause (French for “superior
force”) is a contract provision that relieves the parties
from performing their contractual obligations when certain
circumstances beyond their control arise, making performance
inadvisable, commercially impracticable, illegal, or impossible.
LOGISTICS
Accommodation – when ever possible, workshop participants
are lodged in comfortable, modern hotels/lodges/chalets. We
select among the best available accommodation to a balance
of optimising shooting opportunities and budgets. Some
of the best photographic destinations are far from ‘normal’
accommodation. Please check the workshop itinerary. Meals
are always a special part of our workshop for the camaraderie
they offer and the opportunity they provide to talk photography,
and for you to try new foods from different areas. Depending
on the tour and specific locale, meals may be included, or not.
We balance this to the region and budgets. Participants are
responsible for their own bar tab including bottled water, soft
drinks and alcoholic beverages. Please check the itinerary.
MINIMUM NUMBERS
All events are based on a minimum number of participants, as
per event itinerary and personalised itineraries. Numbers are
subject to change.
CONTACTS AND SUPPLIERS
WPA has built up a unique line of contacts and suppliers.
These are often our friends and are definitely an important
facet to the success of our business. We are happy to help
you make contact with these individuals and companies as
we understand new friendships are made and that gifts might
be sent. Please note that any other ‘business’ or ‘service’
requests, must be directed through our office. Service
requests and travel needs will be redirected to our office.
Updated 23.10.19
NOTE: Costs, conditions and itinerary are subject to change.

